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GRANVILLE CRAIGSLIST FINDS 
OF THE WEEK

“It’s a Boy” Plywood Sign
     (ONLY 45 DOLLARS!)

 This is the conversation starter that your dorm/apart-
ment/greasy six man’s common room NEEDS. It’s made 
from plywood, about five feet tall, and waterproof for some 
reason. If you actually get pregnant and end up not having a 
boy then the “IT’S A BOY” plaque at the top can easily be re-
versed. Or you can just change the thing to say whatever you 
want. The world’s your oyster for less than 50 bucks. This 
would also be pretty good fraternity house window decor, or 
maybe a parting gift for a professor you really liked. I don’t 
know.

FORD 602 CORN PICKER 
($1500, tractor NOT included)

 Yeah so this thing is a corn picker meant for 
picking corn. If you pick corn but can’t pick corn fast 
enough by your own and have been trying to pick a corn 
picker for picking corn I’d recommend picking up this 
corn picker so that the next time you’re picking corn 
you can just use the corn picker so you don’t spend as 
much time picking corn. This corn picker is pretty big 
so if you decide to pick up the picker pick something 
bigger than a pick-up.

PANASONIC TELEPHONE SET
($60, phone plan not included)

you can call people

phones ring

answering machine takes messages

four phones so you and three friends can take calls at the 
same time

yay
-James Whitney, Junior Editor



Bull’s  
Last WordCharlie “adderall and milk” Schweiger, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “horse blood and guaro” Arterberry, Senior Writer
Maggie “milk and everclear” Bell, Junior Writer

Blythe “balsamic vinegar and vodka” Dahlem, Sophmore Writer
Ellie “naturday + pink whitney” Schrader, Sophomore Writer

William “rubbing alcohol and vodka” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer
Emma “paint and carltons” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “pickle juice and whiskey” Whitney, Junior Editor
Jack “piss, kool-aid, and rum” May, Junior Editor

Betsy “A1 steak sauce and jaegermeister” Wagner, Sophomore Editor
      Katie “baja blast and triple sec” Kerrigan, Head Writer

Staff “unconventional cocktail” Box

2021 DORM NORMS

nothing funny has 

ever been written 

here and today is 

no different

 It is that time of the year again! The time where the dreams of Freshman are crushed when they find 
out they won’t be getting that 6-man in Huff after all and instead settle for three doubles next to each other in 
Crawford. The time where your friends make housing plans without you and drop the bomb on you after it’s al-
ready been finalized. Or, for the especially lucky few, the time where you secure that Silverstein apartment with 
the view over the IM’s people only see in movies. Whatever basket you fall in, it does not hurt to know some 
information about each of the lovely dormitories Denison has on campus. Without further ado, we present The 
Report’s official dorm norm guide to Denison’s residence halls. 

Beaver- Accompanying you on the 2 hour stint in a 6 man you call a party is a thick layer of grease coated on 
all of the walls and railings in the building-- just don’t touch your eyes.

Shorney- With enough space to fit 250 people, Horney Shorney is one of Denison’s most prized communities. 
From the trash bags lining up in the hallways to the revocation of paper towel trash bins, Shorney hall lives up 
to the hype in every way. On a hot day, make sure to catch a refreshing splash from the leak on the West stair-
case that seems like more of a flood than a leak. 

Smith- Whether it’s the garbage like aroma encompassing the entire first floor or the damage to the common 
room that prompted Campus Safety to lock the study space up, there is no denying Smith residents keep it 
classy. Just look out for the Men’s Lacrosse team hurling exit signs down the hallways. 

Stone and King- Located on the sunny and beautiful South campus, many rooms become open in these dorms 
during the Fall semester after some of its residents become paralyzed from falls after attempting the hike up the 
hill for class. Beautiful interiors though. 

Shep- Named after the all women’s college absorbed by Denison, this dorm screams gender equality. Rumor 
has it, winners of sexual respect trivia are forced to room in this dorm.

Curtis- Enjoy the luxury of wood floors? Appreciate timeless architecture? Look no further than this soon-to-be 
Sophomore dormitory, as long as you don’t mind being surrounded by freshman and Curtis cafeteria pizza.

Huff- Completely chill vibes. What’s more special than a clock tower on the top of your dorm and a dining hall 
beneath your dorm. Just do not expect the printer or tech center to ever be up and running. 

Beta, Morrow and Kappa Sig- These are extremely sad people. Not only are they freshman, but they are 
Freshman in quiet housing isolated from the other 90% of their class. 

Upper and Lower Elm- What even is the difference between these two? All you need to know is senior apart-
ments with a ton of stairs. Kinda lowkey, kinda cute. 

Good Hall- Is a bad hall. It’s all in the irony. 

           -Eitan Silver ‘24


